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Abstract: We present a theoretical approach for the in silico generation of new polymer structures for
the systematic search for new materials with advanced properties. It is based on Bicerano’s Regression
Model (RM), which uses the structure of the smallest repeating unit (SRU) for fast and adequate
prediction of polymer properties. We have developed the programs (a) GenStruc, for generating
the new polymer SRUs using the enumeration and Monte Carlo algorithms, and (b) PolyPred, for
predicting properties for a given input polymer as well as for multiple structures stored in the database
files. The structure database from the original Bicerano publication is used to create databases of
backbones and pendant groups. A database of 5,142,153 unique SRUs is generated using the scaffold-
based combinatorial method. We show that using only known backbones of the polymer SRU and
varying the pendant groups can significantly improve the predicted extreme values of polymer
properties. Analysis of the obtained results for the dielectric constant and refractive index shows that
the values of the dielectric constant are higher for polyhydrazides than for polyhydroxylamines. The
high value predicted for the refractive index of polythiophene and its derivatives is in agreement
with the experimental data.

Keywords: polymers; quantitative structure–property relationships; combinatorial libraries;
Monte Carlo; InChIkey; hits search

1. Introduction

The creation of new materials based on polymers is one of the priority areas of
modern chemical engineering [1,2]. Polymers are technologically advanced substances
that outperform traditional materials (metal, glass, wood) in certain applications and can
sometimes be indispensable due to their unique properties, ease of processing, and low
density. At the same time, polymers can be easily modified by changing their chemical
structure. Currently, polymers are widely used as structural materials, substrates, functional
layers, encapsulates, etc. [3,4].

The classical way to design a new polymer with desired (usually extreme) properties
is to propose its structure by chemical intuition and then synthesize and experimentally
analyze it [1]. If the properties obtained are not satisfactory, the initial chemical structure
can be varied by adjusting both the backbone chain and the pendant groups [2] of the
polymer. This approach is commonly called “screening” [5].

Screening is a very time-consuming and expensive process that requires a large amount
of laboratory and measurement equipment. Currently, a promising alternative to labo-
ratory screening is computer simulation studies, where new polymers are designed in
silico. Several computational methods can predict various properties of polymer materials,
namely Quantum Chemistry (QC) [6,7], molecular mechanics (MM) [8,9], Finite Elements
(FE) [10], Quantitative Structure–Property Relationships (QSPR) [11–13], and QSPR neural
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networks [14,15]. They operate on different space-time scales, which define their limitations
on system size and computational resources. To overcome these limitations, a multiscale
approach is used [16]. This technique is based on the combination of several separate
QC, MM, FE, and QSPR models into a hierarchically organized “multiscale” model. In
this approach, data on system properties are transferred between different simulation
levels [17,18]. Such closed hybrid computational models can be parameterized using only
basic information about the chemical structure of a polymer repeating unit.

Currently, QC and MM methods are widely used for accurate prediction of the physi-
cal properties of polymers. Quantum chemical or ab initio (meaning “from the beginning”)
methods describe the properties of a material on the scale of single atoms and molecules us-
ing the Schrödinger equation [19]. One of the most popular QC approaches today is Density
Functional Theory (DFT) [20]. This method is important for the description of interatomic
forces and chemical reactions [21]. QC methods are extremely computationally expensive
and limited to systems of 100–1000 atoms and to picoseconds-scale phenomena [22,23].

Molecular dynamics (MD), one of the MM methods, is a powerful tool to study structural,
mechanical, and transport properties [24–28]. Classical MD is often used to explore the
interactions and various phenomena that occur at the molecular scale [29] using Newton’s
equations of motion with forces calculated from given interatomic interaction potentials. As
in the case of QC methods, the application of MM does not require experimental reference
data for the calculation, but it is necessary to set the parameters of the interaction potentials
correctly. In these cases, a mesoscale approach known as coarse-grained MD (CG MD) is
typically used [30]. While this approach saves computational resources, it sacrifices certain
degrees of freedom in the system and neglects subtle molecular interactions. Both MD and
CG MD calculations require less computational resources than QC calculations, although
they are less accurate and predictive in the case of systems where the precise description of
intermolecular interactions is not developed.

The major drawback of QM and MD methods is the enormous amount of computer
time required for calculations. This is a critical limitation for computer screening when
it is necessary to obtain property values for millions of chemical structures organized as
databases. For this case, QSPR methods are a good alternative. They include clustering,
linear and nonlinear regression (MLR, MNR), Gaussian Regression (GPR), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), and Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB), as well as various neural networks
(NN) [31]. Clustering is used to divide a compound database into small groups with similar
structures, and other methods provide the numerical value of the physical properties.

The QSPR methods are based on the assumption that similar chemical structures
have similar properties. Structural formulas of chemical compounds are used as input
data. Numerical descriptors are usually introduced to describe the similarity between the
considered chemical structures. These descriptors can be topological indices [32], flags for
the presence of structural fragments and/or the number of such fragments [33], fingerprints
associated with specific structural fragments, and physicochemical identifiers [34].

Before using QSPR methods, it is necessary to perform their training. This means
adjusting the parameters of the QSPR models in such a way that the calculated values of
the properties of polymers belonging to a given class match the reference data (typically,
available experimental data are used).

Note that QSPR models can only be used to optimize properties within existing classes
of polymer materials and cannot be used for new classes unless they are trained on relevant
compounds. However, this is also true for neural networks and other machine learning
models. In addition, the use of NN creates portability problems, making it difficult to reuse
the developed models to solve new problems. To use previously created neural networks, it is
necessary to know the weights of the activation functions, which are usually not published.
In addition, there may be problems with different software implementations of NN.

In summary, QSPR models are currently more effective for fast computational screen-
ing because QM and MM methods require large computational resources and do not allow
the calculation of millions of compounds in a reasonable time. Like neural networks and
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other machine learning models, QSPR models can be created based on the available analysis
of any reference data, either literature data from polymer databases or obtained by other
simulation methods. An additional advantage of QSPR models is that, unlike NN, the
transfer of ready-made models to other computing platforms is less problematic. There-
fore, in the present study, we choose the linear regression method for the computational
screening of polymer materials, in particular the Bicerano models [11].

In our study, we use the following concept. Computer screening allows the study of a
polymer material as a virtual structure, which cannot be obtained in the laboratory and
may not even exist in nature. By constructing a large number of virtual structures of given
classes of polymers, it is possible to screen and select a set of polymers with the desired
unique properties. The properties of the “discovered” polymers can then be verified by QC
and MM methods before proceeding to in situ synthesis. The proposed theoretical approach
is based on novel algorithms of extensive in silico generation and filtering of new polymer
structures. These algorithms use fragments of already known polymers, so the reliability
of the predictions obtained (new polymer structures and their properties) is significantly
increased in comparison with those obtained with ML and NN methods. Unlike the ML
and NN methods, the implementation allows full control over the model parameterization.
Moreover, these advanced algorithms allow us to avoid various numerical problems and to
reduce the required computation time.

Therefore, when designing new polymers using QSPR models, it is important to gen-
erate large databases of virtual polymer smallest repeating unit (SRU) structures. These can
be generated using traditional methods: Variational Autoencoder (VAE), Genetic Algorithm
(GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Monte Carlo Algorithm (MC), Reinforcement
Learning (RL) [28,35,36], and Neural Networks (NNs) [37]. A good overview and descrip-
tion of neural networks and other methods for generating virtual chemical structures is
given in [31] for Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [38] and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) [39] and their modifications.

The extensive generation of new structures leads to a combinatorial explosion when
tens and hundreds of millions of polymer structures are generated by simple enumeration.
For this reason, QC or MM calculations, which require significant computational resources,
are not applicable, and it is very effective to use QSPR methods as a pre-filter for the
selected properties.

Let us now discuss why the Bicerano regression models [11] were chosen to achieve
our goal. We were guided by the following considerations:

(1) Most of the published works using neural networks cannot be reproduced because the
detailed configuration of the NN, e.g., the activation function weights, is not provided;

(2) If a structural fragment is missing from the regression model, then its contribution
to the property is assumed to be zero. In this respect, Bicerano’s models differ
favorably from Askadskii’s [12] or Van Crevelen’s [13] models, where the absence of
an increment for an atom with nearest neighbors [12] or a structural fragment [13]
makes property prediction impossible;

(3) Bicerano’s approach uses the similar models to predict a large number of properties.
This simplifies the program code;

(4) High computational speed, which is especially important when processing large
amounts of data. The number of fragments calculated from the 2D structure is simply
substituted into the equation with coefficients taken from Ref. [11];

(5) A very high-quality presentation of sample calculations for the created models. For
example, the tables in Ref. [11] contain not only the final results but also the intermedi-
ate calculated data: the number of fragments used in the model in the SRU structures
and some intermediate parameters. This makes debugging the code much easier.

Thus, our goal is to develop a methodology that enables (a) virtual synthesis (genera-
tion) of chemical structures of polymer SRUs, backbone SRUs, and pendant groups (which
are stored in a separate database for further processing) and (b) fast search for polymers
with extreme properties through the obtained database. For synthesis, we used fragments
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of new polymer SRUs obtained as a result of splitting polymer SRUs from the list of existing
structures used to train the Bicerano models. Then, we used the same Bicerano models for
property screening. This guarantees that the virtually generated polymer SRUs do not go
beyond the existing classes used to train the Bicerano model. This makes the screening
results reliable and ensures that the predicted property values are appropriate. We believe
that since the Bicerano method has been trained on real polymer SRUs [11], the probability
of synthesizing polymers that are real or can be synthesized is also high.

There are several databases available for the chemical structures of polymers and
polymer SRUs: PolyInfo [40], Polymer Genome [14], CHEMnetBASE [41], Crystallographic
Data [42], PI1M [35]. However, all of them, except PI1M and Crystallographic Data, are
provided on a commercial basis, and the chemical structures are available only as single
records or even as images. As will be shown in the following, the PI1M database needs a lot
of adaptation for the synthesis of new unique polymers in silico. Crystallographic data [42]
that contain 1073 polymers are also freely available in the form of atomic coordinates, but
not as 2D SRUs required by QSPR models. Therefore, one of the goals of this study is
to create a database of chemical structures of polymer SRUs that can be used in various
calculations, including the prediction of physical properties. The second goal is to develop
user-friendly software that supports operations with chemical databases, e.g., adding,
modifying, and deleting records, searching for duplicate chemical structures, and predicting
polymer properties.

The article is organized as follows. The second section discusses the general scheme,
algorithms, and a special program for generating databases of polymer SRUs from given
fragments of the backbone for their subsequent characterization by the QSPR method to
identify new polymers with a set of desired properties. The third section presents the results
of generating new polymers and predicting their properties. Two algorithms were used:
the enumeration algorithm and the random selection algorithm (Monte Carlo). The extreme
values of the properties are compared with the available Bicerano and PI1M data. A critical
analysis of the polymer SRUs from the PI1M database is given. In the discussion of the
results for compounds with extreme values of refractive index and dielectric constants,
the prediction results of these properties are compared with experimental data and results
from other programs. The conclusions briefly summarize the results of this work and the
prospects for further development.

2. Materials and Methods

Our methodology includes two components: a method for predicting polymer prop-
erties and a method for building the database. Since we use a well-described Bicerano
regression model [11] for polymer property prediction, next we focus on building databases
of virtually synthesized polymer SRUs.

As mentioned above, computational screening, i.e., the search for materials with
desired properties, requires a database of new polymer SRUs. When a database is created
such as this, it is important to take into account the possibility of synthesis and the stability
of new polymers. The easiest way to do this is to use data for existing materials. At present,
only the PI1M database [35] has been released into the public domain in a machine-readable
format. However, this database contains not only the structures of known polymer SRUs
but also the structures of unsynthesized polymer SRUs. The NIMS database [40] also
contains structures of polymer SRUs that cannot be synthesized—for example, *-CHCl-*.
This leads to the conclusion that manual input of the structures of existing polymers is
necessary. Since we have chosen the Bicerano method [11] for the prediction of polymer
properties, it is obvious that we use the polymers that have been used in this approach to
train the regression models developed.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of our algorithm for the database generation steps.
Point 1 in Figure 1 corresponds to the structures of existing polymer SRUs extracted from
the publication [11]. We considered the generation of two types of databases: databases of
structure fragments (FDBs) from the literature data (Figure 1, points 6, 7, 8) and a polymer
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SRU database (SRUDB) (Figure 1, point 17). The FDBs in turn consist of three databases:
Pendant Groups (PDB, Figure 1, point 6), SRU Backbones (BDB) (Figure 1, point 7), and
Fragments of SRU Backbones (BFDB) (Figure 1, point 8).
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in the text of the publication.

To generate new virtual structures of polymer SRUs (Figure 1, point 17), we used the
technology of scaffold-based combinatorial library generation [36], where the role of the
scaffold is assigned to the backbone. In this approach, some atoms in the backbone are
labeled as connection points to which pendant groups can be attached. Typically, a separate
list of pendant groups is created for each connection point. Then, all possible combinations
of pendant groups can be selected to generate new polymer SRU structures—in the case of
the enumeration algorithm—or pendant groups can be randomly selected from the list—in
the case of the Monte Carlo algorithm.
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2.1. Creation of FDBs

As mentioned above, the structures of the existing polymer SRU [11] were used as
starting data for fragment generation. They were manually extracted from [11] and saved
as computer-readable *.mol (MOL) files (MDL format) [43] (see Figure 1, point 1). Next,
these structures were decomposed into backbones (Figure 1, point 7) and pendant groups
(Figure 1, point 6) and stored in their databases—BDB (Figure 1, point 7) and PDB (Figure 1,
point 6). The backbones were further fragmented to form the BFDB (Figure 1, point 8).
Using FDBs to create polymer SRUs, it is possible to vary the structure of the backbone and
use different pendant groups.

FDBs were obtained by decomposing the chemical structures of real polymer SRUs.
The first stage was to remove all of the hydrogen atoms and all of the isotopic labels
(if present). Isotopic labels are removed for two reasons: (1) they are not used to predict
properties—i.e., property values are the same for different isotopomers, (2) we use isotopic
labels to indicate connecting points and to denote SRUs. Then, the taken polymer SRUs
were divided into backbone and pendant groups. This assumes that the pendant group
must be attached to the backbone by a single bond. Atoms connected by a double bond
are included in the backbone. Atoms with connected pendant groups were marked in the
backbone. In turn, an atom that would be attached to the backbone was also marked in the
pendant group. The obtained pendant groups were saved in the PDB.

The backbone is divided into cyclic and acyclic fragments connected by single bonds
before being stored in the BFDB as described in Ref. [44]. Unlike [44], the acyclic backbone
is not split into separate atoms and bonds but remains as a single connected fragment. In
this case, the continuation points of the backbone marked with (*) are placed on a pair of
atoms. The connecting points are also observed in the backbone and pendant groups (R1,
R2), and in this form, they are saved in the BFDB and PDB (Figure 2) in the format of the
MOL file [43].
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Figure 2. Examples of the splitting of a polymer into fragments. Two asterisks (backbone continuation
points) indicate a repeating fragment. R1, R2—connecting points. The color indicates the original
position of the fragments.

If there are no cycles in the backbone of the polymer SRU, then all possible ways to
represent the repeating structural unit of the polymer SRU have been stored in the BFDB.
An example of polychloroprene decomposition into a backbone is illustrated in Figure 3,
which shows all possible ways to define the SRU of polychloroprene using single bonds.
This method of backbone decomposition solves the problem of obtaining the same set of
fragments in different ways of specifying the polymer SRU.
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The results of the decomposition of polymer SRUs into fragments are stored in an SDF
file, both fragments of the backbone and pendant groups. Thus, to generate fragments, it is
sufficient to specify a folder containing MOL files. The FDBs are stored in an SD file created
in the same folder. After all the chemical structures were processed, the hydrogen atom
was added to the PDB as a separate entry so that hydrogen can be used as a trivial pendant
group in the generation of new polymers. The frequency of occurrence of backbones and
pendant groups is also stored in the SD file.

2.2. Transforming Chemical Structures before Searching for Duplicates

This section discusses the filtering procedure used to find unique structures in the PDB
and BFDB (Figure 1, points 4, 5). This is important because when new polymer structures
are generated, it is necessary to eliminate all duplicate structures obtained at all stages of
this process. A modern method for searching for duplicate chemical structures is based on
InChIkey comparison [43].

When generating the BFDB, it is assumed that a new backbone is formed from multiple
fragments by connecting their backbone continuation points (Figure 1, point 11). With
this approach, all different representations of the backbone must be stored in the BFDB to
systematically generate the repetitive units of the backbone. Therefore, all structures in
Figure 3 are considered unique and stored in the BFDB. In addition, it is necessary to store
the connection points of pendant groups to the backbone independently for both pendant
groups and backbone fragments. To filter identical structures, the position and number
of connecting points must be taken into account. For example, the isopropyl pendant
group must be present in the database together with propyl. The simplest solution for
filtering structures with connecting points is to use the standard InChIkey for isotopically
substituted structures, where atoms with a connecting point of a pendant group (or an
atom of a pendant group attached to the backbone) are labeled as isotopic. In this case, the
isotopic number of atoms at the backbone and pendant group junctions is increased by one.

This approach also solves another problem. The use of dummy atoms (asterisks as
backbone continuation labels) makes it impossible to compute the standard InChIkey to
filter out duplicates in the BFDB. Therefore, instead of dummy atoms, we also used an
isotopic label.

Excluding exotic polymers with atoms, whose coordination number is greater than
four, no more than two pendant groups can be added to a backbone atom. This implies
an increase in the atomic isotope by two. Similarly, for the backbone continuation label,
the isotope of an atom must be increased by three. A maximum of two backbone continu-
ation labels and two pendant group addition labels can be added for an atom. Thus, the
maximum increase in the isotope number of an atom is eight. For any atom, the number of
pendant groups is determined as the remainder of the isotope difference divided by three.
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Accordingly, the flag of continuation of the backbone is determined as integer division
isotope differences by three.

Figure 4 shows an example of isotopic labeling of polyethylene terephthalate frag-
ments (Figure 2), where 13C and 36Cl are connecting points of the pendant group, 15C is
continuation point of the backbone.
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Thus, by using isotopes to identify repeating SRUs and connecting points in backbone
and pendant groups to store in FDBs, InChIkey technology selects unique fragments with
a unique combination of their alterations. In this case, pairs of structures such as ortho-
and para-phenylenes are clearly distinguished. The traditional approach to determining its
difference is based on the slow subgraph isomorphism algorithm [45].

2.3. Filtration of Polymeric SRU Structures

This section discusses chemical structure filtering when creating the SRUDB and its
property evaluations (Figure 1, point 15).

Polymer SRUs have three characteristics that make it impossible to use the standard
InChIkey to find duplicate chemical structures:

(1) Dummy atoms with an asterisk (*) to mark the SRU continuation;
(2) The SRU may be represented by several equivalent chemical structures that are

formally different (Figure 5A);
(3) The polymer repeat unit may contain multiple SRUs, as shown in Figure 5B. For such

chemical structures, the corresponding InChIkey must be identical to the InChIkey
index generated for the backbone consisting of a single SRU.

Using InChI version 1.06 solves these problems [46]. In this version, the dummy atom
symbol (*) is accepted as Zz, so that the structures of Figure 5A are perceived identically and
the structures of Figure 5B are also processed correctly. However, in some cases (Figure S1)
different InChIkeys are generated for the same structures [47]. This is acceptable for the
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experimental version, as announced in the InChI 1.06 description [48] for polymers, but
makes filtering identical structures unreliable.
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When FDBs are created, it is important to filter out duplicate chemical structures
that occur during the processing of polymers containing identical fragments. At the same
time, it is important to preserve the continuation points of the backbone of the fragments
and also to preserve the connection points of pendant groups in the main fragments and
groups. Generating new polymers using the determined connection points provides a more
realistic database in comparison to adding pendant groups to hydrogen atom positions in
the backbone.

Since the calculation of the standard InChIkey for polymers is not provided, and the
experimental InChIkey contains errors, it is necessary to transform the structure so that the
standard InChIkey can be calculated for it. The idea of chemical structure transformation is
that the original structures of the backbone fragments and pendant groups, as well as the
generated polymers, are transformed into other structures for which the standard InChIkey
can be calculated. Then, duplicates are filtered out, resulting in bases of the backbone
fragments, pendant groups, and generated polymers without duplicates. The calculation of
the standard InChIkey is well-tested, reliable, and widely used in practice. Of course, the
calculated standard InChIkey of transformed structures cannot be used to exchange data
and compare structures with other databases, but the InChIkey of transformed structures
is ideal as a tool for filtering duplicates.

Unlike FDBs, when creating an SRUDB, it is necessary to filter out different repre-
sentations of the same polymer SRU, as well as polymers where the repeating polymer
unit contains several SRUs. This means that the pairs of structures in Figure 5 must be
identical. To solve this problem, polymers with the topological length (the number of bonds
between a pair of atoms marked with *) of the repeating unit greater than or equal to two
are transformed into a cyclic structure (ring repeating unit) as described in [49]. To do this,
the asterisk (*) atoms of the repeating chain are removed and a bond is added between the
atoms marked with * (Figure 6).
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If the topological length of the backbone was zero or one, the asterisked atoms were
replaced by the rare element protactinium (Pa) because it is impossible to compute the
standard InChIkey for an asterisk (*) atom (Figure 7). For polymer SRUs with a chain length
less than or equal to one, it is impossible to generate a cyclic backbone structure. However,
for such polymers, the ambiguity of the backbone representation disappears. For cyclic
SRU structures or fragments containing a Pa atom, the standard InChIkey can be calculated
and then used to filter and search for duplicates.
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Figure 7. Transformation structures of (A) polymethylene (backbone topological length 0) and
(B) PVC (backbone topological length 1).

The next step in filtering new polymer structures is to deal with the situation where
multiple SRUs are contained in the polymer backbone (Figure 5B). To obtain an identical
InChIkey, it is necessary to transform the polymer structure so that the polymer contains a
single SRU in the backbone. This is done when calculating the experimental InChIkey for
polymers [46], but the algorithm is not described.

The number of identical fragments in the repeating unit of the polymer was counted in
transformed structures, cyclic (Figure 6) or with Pa atoms (Figure 7). It should be noted that
if the topological distance between the atoms marked as the continuation of the backbone is
zero (a pair of star atoms is connected to one atom), then such a structure is considered an
SRU. Note that no SRU contains less than one atom. If the topological distance is equal to
one (a pair of star atoms is connected to a pair of neighboring atoms), then their topological
equivalence is checked. To do this, starting from each atom of a pair of neighbors, a tree
is created consisting of the paths from the selected atom to the next atoms, from these to
the next, and so on, until the structure is traversed. Pendant groups are taken into account
when forming a tree whose vertices are the chemical symbol of the atom and the type of
bonds (single, double, triple, aromatic) used as paths to that vertex. The tree is sorted to
make it canonical and to speed up further comparisons. Then, the trees for each pair of
atoms are compared. If they match, a pair of atoms is considered topologically equivalent
and they are assigned the same identifier. If the identifiers of a pair of neighbors are the
same, then such a structural formula of the polymer contains two SRUs. Therefore, to
obtain a structural formula with one SRU, one of the neighboring atoms is replaced by
protactinium and all atoms attached to it are removed. Examples of such compounds are
polyethylene (*-CH2-CH2-*) and Teflon (*-CF2-CF2-*). These structures are converted to
Pa-CH2-Pa and Pa-CF2-Pa, respectively.

As an example of how to calculate the number of SRUs in the backbone for compounds
with a topological distance greater than one between atoms marked with asterisks, con-
sider poly(p-p-′)-biphenylene (see Figure 8). It is indicated as poly(p-,p-′)-biphenylene in
Figure 8A. First, the equivalence of the atoms in the main chain is determined and a repeat-
ing cyclic unit of the polymer is formed (Figure 8B). A substituent tree was then constructed
for each backbone atom, including the pendant groups, as described above. After com-
paring the trees, all atoms with identical environments were assigned the same integer
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number. For the cyclic structure of poly(para,para’)biphenyl, there are only two types of
atomic environment, numbered 1 and 2 (Figure 8B). In total, there are four atoms with a
conditional topological identifier of one and eight atoms with an identifier of two. For
atoms of the first type, the concept of a minimum number of equivalent atoms NMinEq is
introduced. In this example, NMinEq = 4.

If NMinEq is one, the original structure is an SRU and the standard InChIkey is com-
puted for the cyclic structure. A further search for identical fragments in the SRU is
performed only if NMinEq is greater than one. The calculation of the path starts from one of
the atoms of the cyclic structure that was associated with the chainrepetition mark (*) in the
original structure. In Figure 8C, such an atom is marked with a green circle. The connection
to the asterisk atom is considered dead, and the remaining connections are used as paths
to find neighboring atoms. Next, its neighbors are searched, and so on, until an atom is
found that is topologically equivalent to the original atom (Figure 8C, green circle). Then,
all the atoms of the main chain that are not on the search path and the groups attached to
them are removed, and an asterisk atom is added to the last atom found (Figure 8C, blue
circle). This results in the SRU shown in Figure 8D. The last step is to calculate the standard
InChIkey for the cyclic SRU (Figure 8E).

The total computation time for this procedure is proportional to N2, where N is the
number of atoms in the molecule.
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phenylene. (A)—original structure, (B)—transformed structure (ring repeat unit), topologically 
equivalent atoms are indicated by the same numbers. Structure (C) is obtained from structure A, 
where the topological equivalence of the atoms is determined. Green circle-starting point of neigh-

Figure 8. Definition of the smallest repeating unit of poly-p-phenylene, given as poly(p-p-′)-
biphenylene. (A)—original structure, (B)—transformed structure (ring repeat unit), topologically
equivalent atoms are indicated by the same numbers. Structure (C) is obtained from structure A,
where the topological equivalence of the atoms is determined. Green circle-starting point of neighbor
extraction, blue circle-endpoint (same topological number as starting point). Red cross-forbidden
path. (D) is the smallest repeating unit of the polymer, and the (E)-transformed structure of the
smallest repeating unit is used to calculate the standard InChIkey.

2.4. Generation of New Polymer SRU Structures

The problem of generating new polymer SRU structures arises when searching for
polymers whose extreme values of properties are greater (or smaller) than those known
(experimentally obtained and studied). For this purpose, we build a separate PDB and
BFDB (Figure 1, points 6 and 8). Generation starts with the selection of backbone fragments
and pendant groups. The choice of fragments is motivated by the classes of polymers
to be studied. Fragments are selected according to the properties that the new polymer
should have. For example, if minimum water vapor permeability is required, methylene
and phenylene are chosen as backbone fragments and chlorine, fluorine, and hydrogen are
chosen as pendant groups. When creating new structures, the backbone is created first, and
then the pendant groups are added.
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2.4.1. Polymer SRU Backbone Generation (Scaffold)

Two algorithms have been implemented to generate the backbone repeat unit from
selected fragments, namely (1) enumeration and (2) Monte Carlo. The number of fragments
in the new SRU is defined by the parameter Nfrag. In the enumeration algorithm, all
possible combinations are used to build new polymer repeat units with the defined number
of Nfrag. In the case of the Monte Carlo algorithm, each combination of fragments used
is chosen randomly. The use of MC allows different classes of polymers to be generated
in a reasonable time. Either calculation can be stopped after the specified time or after a
predefined number of unique polymer SRUs have been generated. This approach avoids
the combinatorial explosion that can occur in the enumeration method, where all possible
combinations are considered.

To increase the number of variants of chemical structures, our generation procedure
provides a special option to vary the number of fragments in the backbone SRU. When this
option is enabled, the parameter Nfrag is treated as the maximum number of fragments in
the backbone, which varies from 1 to Nfrag. The enumeration algorithm uses all possible
combinations of the number of fragments in the backbone, and the Monte Carlo algorithm
randomly chooses the number of fragments in the new backbone from 1 to Nfrag. Note that
this results in a random backbone.

Consider the ambiguity of the generation process associated with the non-equivalence
of the “head” and “tail” of the backbone fragments. This problem is illustrated in
Figure 9, which shows all four possible chemical structures for polymers of oxyethylene and
2,5-pyridinediyl. However, due to the possibility of representing the SRU in different ways,
using any acyclic single bond to indicate chain continuation marks, two unique structures
are generated, denoted by the numbers one and two. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the
1A–1B and 2A–2B structures are equivalent. Therefore, when generating new backbones,
it is important to consider and vary the orientation of the fragments (head-to-tail and
head-to-head).
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Figure 9. Initial fragments of SRU and two possible SRU backbones 1 and 2. The pairs of structures
(1A,1B), and (2A,2B) are equivalent, but 1 and 2 are different.

To overcome the problem, it is necessary to generate all combinations of backbone
fragments using the enumeration algorithm. In the case of the Monte Carlo algorithm, at
each step the backbone fragments are randomly selected, as well as the links (head-to-tail,
head-to-head, tail-to-tail) and the pendant groups. The latter are attached to all possible
connection points. Using the Monte Carlo method, it is possible to significantly increase
the diversity of generated polymer SRUs in a reasonable amount of time.

The enumeration algorithm connects all possible pendant groups in any combination
with the connection points. This usually requires a large amount of computation. It is
also possible to specify a list of pendant groups for each atom of the backbone to which
the pendant groups are attached. It is therefore important to avoid repeating the chemical
structures of the backbone in cases where it does not lead to the loss of generated chemical
structures. Namely, when the enumeration algorithm is used to generate structures that
do not contain a list of pendant groups for atoms in the backbone. The duplication of
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backbones is checked by calculating the InChIkey before starting to add pendant groups
and comparing it with the InChIkey list of backbones already used to generate the polymer
SRU. If there are lists of pendant groups, then in this case it is necessary to consider all
possible combinations of backbone structures, including duplicates.

Consider the generation of polyhalophenylene structures to better understand this
problem. Figure 10 shows how the atoms in paraphenylene are numbered. The chlorine
atom can be bonded to the 2,3,4,5 positions, and the fluorine atom can be bonded to the
2,3 positions. Assume that the number of para-phenylene fragments in the repeating unit
of the polymer is two. It is possible to generate two different SRUs containing two fluorine
atoms (Figure 11). When generating, it is important not to lose the unique structures that
result from the orientation of the fragments.
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Figure 11. Two different SRUs (2A,2B). They are generated from formally identical polymer backbones
(1A,1B) but with different atomic numeration.

That is, in the presence of lists of pendant groups for backbone atoms, it is not useful
to check the backbone for the identity of previously used polymers as this will result in
the loss of unique structures. This check should also not be performed if there is a list
of pendant groups for individual backbone atoms. However, if polymers are generated
by substituting hydrogen atoms in the backbone composition, such checks will avoid the
formation of identical structures.

2.4.2. Adding Pendant Groups

To add pendant groups to the backbone, our program has the option to use the
hydrogen atoms of the backbone for pendant group substitution in addition to the pendant
group connecting points.

We use filters during the formation of backbone bonds of pendant groups, as well
as during the assembly of the backbone. Barrier filters are used to form bonds between
oxygen and nitrogen atoms (O-O, N-N, N-O) and between oxygen, nitrogen, and halogens.
This helps to remove unstable peroxides, hydrazides, and oximes.

The Monte Carlo algorithm allows for the setting of group weights when randomly
selecting a pendant group. By default, all side groups for a given backbone atom have
a weight of one and the same probability of selection. For weights other than one, the
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probability of selecting a given pendant group is equal to its weight divided by the sum of
the weights of all pendant groups for a given atom.

In addition, the ability to specify a list of pendant groups for each atom in the backbone
was taken into account. Atoms in all selected groups of the backbone are numbered. When
selecting pendant groups, it is possible to specify the number of atoms in the backbone
(Atom Numbers control) to which this pendant group is attached. If the list is defined for at
least one of the atoms, the use of bond points and the option to “Use Backbone Hydrogens
as Connecting Points” will be disabled when using the enumeration algorithm.

2.5. The Program Description

One of the goals of our work is to create a program for generating and predicting the
properties of polymers. With this program, a user can generate new polymer SRUs using
the enumeration and Monte Carlo algorithms, with various options described above in the
text. It is also possible to predict properties for a single polymer, as well as for multiple
structures stored in the SD file [43]. When predicting a single structure (*.mol file), the
results are stored in the XML format for reading in external applications and HTML format
with a user-friendly page (Figure S2 and Table S1 in the Supplementary Materials file).
If more than one chemical structure is considered (*.sdf file may contain more than one
structure), a new SD file is created that contains fields with predicted properties. Any
chemical database program, e.g., ISIS/BASE [50] or CheD [51], can read this file. These
records can then be sorted by property values and exported to Excel for further processing
(printing, visualization, statistical processing, etc.).

The program is made up of four blocks:

1. Creation of FDBs (Figure 1, upper part, points 1–8);
2. New polymer SRU generator (Figure 1, bottom part, points 10–15, 17);
3. Prediction of polymer properties (Figure 1, point 16);
4. Graphical interface for setting the initial conditions for the generation of structures.

All these program blocks are implemented in the QtC language and were included
in the MULTICOMP software package [52]. Blocks 1 and 2 (generation of fragments from
SRUs stored in *.mol files and generation of polymer SRUs from the fragments) contain
many common modules and are combined into a single GenStruc program.

2.5.1. GenStruc Program

The program is a console application written in C++. Depending on the input pa-
rameter, it can split the backbones of the polymers into fragments or leave the backbones
unchanged. The result of the program run is FDBs, which are stored in the SD file [43].

It also uses FDBs to generate new polymer SRU structures. The following generation
options are available:

(1) Selection of parts of the databases from the backbone fragments and the pendant
groups for the generation process;

(2) Two generation methods: (a) enumeration of all available combinations of backbone
fragments and pendant groups and (b) Monte Carlo algorithm;

(3) In addition to the connecting points of the pendant groups extracted from the initial
polymer set (Figure 1 point 1), hydrogen atoms attached to the backbone can also be
used as additional connecting points;

(4) One can specify the list of pendant groups for each atom of the backbone;
(5) Setting the number of the fragments to generate the backbone of the polymer SRU. It

is possible to use a variable number of fragments to generate the backbone as well as
to filter the backbone by molecular weight;

(6) Setting the weights of pendant groups when using the Monte Carlo algorithm. In this
version of the program, the weights are the same for all connection points, but in the
future it is planned to implement individual weights for each connection point;

(7) Stopping the calculations when the specified number of chemical structures or the
specified run time is reached;
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(8) The built-in filter blocks the formation of oxygen–oxygen and oxygen–nitrogen bonds
in the backbone and halogen–nitrogen bonds when pendant groups are added. If
such bonds are present, the structure is discarded and the program moves on to the
next compound (the enumeration algorithm) or the new backbone fragments and
pendant groups are reselected for SRU generation (the Monte Carlo algorithm).

This program launches the PolyPred program (see next section), which is used for
property prediction. The generated polymer SRU structures and property values are saved
in an SD file [43].

2.5.2. PolyPred Program

The program is a console application written in C++. It predicts polymer property
values using Bicerano regression models [11].

The program has the following limitations:

(1) Allowed chemical elements in the polymer composition are C, H, N, O, F, Si, S, Cl,
and Br;

(2) Two asterisk atoms are used to denote an SRU. The program does not handle carcass
structures, grafted chains and block copolymers, or spatial polymers (where multiple
asterisks must be used to denote an SRU);

(3) Each asterisk must have a single bond to a single atom;
(4) Polymers with isotopes are not processed; all isotope labels are removed before processing.

The program takes as input parameters *.mol files with the structures of the polymer
repeat units and a list of properties to be predicted (Table 1). It is possible to predict
properties for several structures; in this case, the input parameter is the SD file [43]. When
predicting properties for multiple structures, the prediction results are stored in one SD file.
For a single structure, the prediction results are stored in an XML file, which is then used as
an input file with data for MULTICOMP [52], and also in a HTML format for visualization
(Figure S2, Table S1).

Table 1. Polymer properties, abbreviations, and units. The use of specific values instead of molar
values (e.g., specific refraction vs. molar refraction) makes the property value independent of the
choice of polymer repeating unit (e.g., polymethylene vs. polyethylene).

Abbreviation Property Name Unit of Measure

CL specific heat capacity, liquid J/g/K
CS specific heat capacity, solid J/g/K

COH1 specific cohesion energy, Feudor J/g
COH2 specific cohesion energy, Van Krevelen J/g

DELTA1 delta solubility, Feudor (J/cc)0.5

DELTA2 delta solubility, Van Krevelen (J/cc)0.5

RLL specific refraction cc/g
PLL specific polarizability cc/g
MU dipole moment Debye
MB bulk modulus MPa

STIFFNESS molar stiffness g0.25cm1.5/mole0.75

EPSILON dielectric constant
N refractive index

VISFUNC molar viscosity gJ1/3mole−4/3

EAFLOW specific activation energy of viscous flow kJ/g
O2PERM permeability of oxygen Barrers
N2PERM permeability of nitrogen Barrers

CO2PERM permeability of carbon dioxide Barrers
TDECOMP decomposition temperature K

SINF brittle fracture stress at infinite mol weight MPa
SIGMAF brittle fracture stress at specified mol weight MPa
SIGMAY yield stress MPa
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2.5.3. Program Generation Run

A graphical interface (QtC) for creating a file with initial data for the GenStruc program
(Figure S3).

The program is used to select the parameters for the generation of a polymer SRU and
the list of properties to be predicted in the PolyPred program. More details can be found in
the user manual [53] (file DocumentationEng.docx).

3. Results

In the course of our work, two problems were solved: the design of polymers with
maximum and minimum values of properties among the studied classes of polymers
(searching for “hits”) and the design of new polymers with extreme properties. A “hit”
is a polymer that has the maximum or minimum value of any property. The search for
“hits” is carried out by varying the pendant groups for the backbone of the polymer SRUs
described in Ref. [11] (Figure 1, process path 7→14→13). The pendant group list is also
generated from the polymers described in Ref. [11]. The use of filters (prohibiting the
formation of chemically reactive bonds such as O-O, N-halogen, O-halogen) allows the
realistic generated structure to be obtained for successful synthesis in the laboratory. An
additional factor that improves the adequacy of structure generation is that the database
contains the backbones and side groups of the already known polymers. The generation
of the new polymer begins with the generation of the backbone using fragments of the
backbones of polymers described in Ref. [11] (Figure 1, process path 8→12→11→14). Then,
the pendant groups in the generated backbones are varied (Figure 1, point 13).

The polymer properties studied in this publication are listed in Table 1.

3.1. The Design of “Hits”

As mentioned above, the term “hit” means a polymer that has the maximum or
minimum value of a property. All the properties of interest to us are summarized in Table 1.
At the same time, for an intensive property (independent of the mass of the polymer,
e.g., refractive index and specific heat capacity), the hit was estimated from both the lower
and upper values of the property. “Hits” for an extensive property were registered only
for the lower limit when the property value was at its minimum. The maximum value of
an extensive property can easily be increased by adding pendant groups or by including
several identical repeating units in a backbone. Some trivial extensive properties that
depend on the choice of the polymer repeating unit, such as polyethylene–polymethylene
(e.g., molecular weight or length of the repeating unit, which depend on the choice of the
polymer repeating unit) were not considered when searching for “hits” or new polymers.

To design “hits”, we used the set of 811 polymers described in Ref. [11] (Figure 1, point
1). This set contains the actual polymers used to train Bicerano’s model. To build PDB and
BDB (Figure 1, points 6, 7), we selected an SRU with two or fewer pendant groups, including
polymers without pendant groups, a total of 301 polymers. A total of 282 backbones were
generated (Figure 1, point 7) (some polymers contained identical backbones). Backbones
with different connecting points and/or different backbone continuation marks were
considered different.

The PDB (Figure 1, point 6) was generated from the polymers dataset (Figure 1,
point 1) studied in Ref. [11]. The choice of data [11] is because the properties of poly-
mers are predicted by Bicerano regression models. For all polymers, we found a total of
332 unique pendant groups (identical pendant groups with different connection points
were considered different).

Using the enumeration method (scaffold-based generation) [36], all possible structures
were generated for 282 backbone SRUs (scaffolds) and 332 pendant groups—more than
15 million combinations, while only 5,473,745 of them are unique [53] (files ZeroTwo.zip and
ZeroTwo.z01). Several properties (Table 1) were predicted for 5,142,153 chemical structures.
The prediction results (minimum and maximum values of properties and identifiers of
extreme structures) are shown in Table S2.
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It should be emphasized that only 301 polymers from the Bicerano DB data were used
to extract the backbone of the simulated compounds and to form the ZeroTwo database.
The remaining 510 polymers should be considered as a test dataset that only contributes to
the property values of the Bicerano DB dataset.

Examples of polymer structures with extreme properties are given in Table S3
(ZeroTwo) and Table S4 (Bicerano DB) in the Supplementary Materials file. Because we
use the backbone SRU and pendant groups of already known polymers to generate new
structures, there is a high probability that they can be synthesized experimentally.

Thus, there is a theoretical possibility for further modification of widely used polymers
with known pendant groups to create polymers with improved properties.

3.2. Design of New Polymers

The search for new polymers involves not only the use of already known backbones
but also the generation of new ones that have not yet been encountered. In this case,
several problems arise, the most important of which are the possibility of synthesis and
the stability of the generated new chemical structures. A significant problem is also the
insufficient size of the polymer database (knowledge or data on properties of new classes
of polymers) used for model training, which makes the results of predicting the properties
of such compounds unreliable.

Among recently published data is the PI1M database [35]. A recurrent neural network
was used to generate about 1 million polymer SRUs from 12,000 polymers in the NIMS
database [40]. The PI1M database [54] contains 999,988 records, among which we found
25,297 duplicates and 328 records with aromatic bonds that cannot be used for alternating
single and double bonds. Most of these duplicates consist of multiple SRUs in repeating
units such as polymethylene and polyethylene (Figure 5B). There may also be duplicates
associated with ambiguity in the definition of a repeating polymer fragment. Such examples
are given in Figure S4.

But there are also other duplicates, for example, due to the lack of canonicalization of
SMILES strings:

*CC(*)(C)C(=O)OCC([2H])(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)F
and

*CC(*)(C)C(=O)OCC(F)([2H])C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)C(F)(F)F
These two strings differ in the order of substituents on the C6 atom, although the

publication [35] notes the use of RDKit [55] to generate canonical SMILES.
Figure S5 shows examples of non-alternating aromatic bonds in the PI1M database,

represented by a dotted straight line.
In addition, 29,110 structures in the PI1M database contain different bond orders for

two asterisk atoms, which denote a repeating fragment of the SRU. In this case, there is an
ambiguity in the interpretation of the structure of the polymers (Figure S6) because two
different dimers can be generated from one repeating polymer unit.

The PI1M database also contains 11,116 chemically reactive compounds containing
O-O bonds (peroxides) and halogen–oxygen bonds, as well as 14,525 oximes and hydroxy-
lamines and 117 C-nitroso compounds. When the number of peroxides and hydroxylamines
was counted, in addition to the traditional O-O and N-O bonds, we also considered bonds
through dummy atoms, which denote a repeating fragment (*): *-O. . .O-*, *-N. . .O-*. Com-
pounds containing such bonds were also excluded from consideration. The presence of
these fragments makes the polymer highly reactive. Additionally, we removed 116 polymer
SRUs containing the fragments shown in Figure 12.

As a result of the presence of these fragments, such polymers cannot be synthesized
because they are linear polymeric allotropic modifications of nitrogen and oxygen that do
not exist in nature.
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The 924,006 polymer SRUs selected in this way, without duplicates, errors, and chemi-
cally reactive compounds, were used to predict properties using Bicerano’s models. Prop-
erties were predicted for 787,740 polymers. The remaining polymers did not pass our
filters, especially the main filters: the presence of illegal elements in the composition of
the polymer (available elements are C, H, N, O, F, Si, S, Cl, Br), non-standard valences
(oxidation states), or the bond with the asterisk atom (*, backbone continuation mark)
whose order is different from one. These filters are a feature of the construction of Bicerano
regression models and the implementation of the program. Chemical structures that do not
pass these filters are correct.

During the generation of the PI1M dataset, the initial structures of NIMS Polymer
SRUs [40] were significantly transformed. This is due to potential problems describing
aromatic bonds. The PI1M database is very diverse, with dissimilarity equal to 0.781, and
the number of unique fragments (screens) with a topological radius less than or equal
to two is high: 137,737. The division of the structures into screens and the calculation
of the dissimilarity coefficient are described in [56]. The dissimilarity of the dataset was
calculated as the sum of all pairwise dissimilarities divided by the square of the number of
elements. The cosine distance metric [57] was used to calculate the dissimilarity of a pair of
molecules. Atom-centered fragments [58] were used to calculate the similarity between
chemical structures.

It is expected that a more diverse dataset will result in a wider range of polymer
properties. However, the ability to synthesize polymers from the PI1M database remains
in question. The authors of the PI1M database [54] evaluated the complexity of polymers
synthesizing using the approach from [59] and concluded that the synthesis of PI1M poly-
mers can be easily done or with few problems. However, the algorithm in [59] works
only for potentially synthesized structures, since the PubChem [60] database of existing
structures was used to estimate the complexity of the synthesis. In addition, [59] does not
provide any information about the chemical reactivity and stability of chemical structures.
A search in the PI1M database can yield both nonexistent polymers (polyoxygen, polynitro-
gen, Figure 12) and polymers with reactive groups: peroxides, halogen oxides, C-nitroso
compounds, etc. These polymers may be available for synthesis, but their high chemical
reactivity makes them ineffective in practical use.

In this regard, the question arises whether it is possible to achieve the required variety
of polymer structures and, as a consequence, a wide range of values of extreme properties
of polymers by using already known pendant groups and fragments of repeating units of
the backbone. This choice significantly increases the probability of successful synthesis and
the stability of polymers.
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The “hits” for the predicted properties of 787,740 polymers from the PI1M database are
shown in Table S5. Before predicting the properties, polysilane derivatives were removed
from the PI1M and Monte Carlo databases because they have extreme values of properties
but cannot be synthesized.

When comparing the property prediction data from the PI1M database (Table S5) with
the polymer property predictions generated for the known backbone repeat units (Table S3),
the PI1M database shows a significantly larger range of the extreme value of the property.
This is because the ZeroTwo sample (Table S3) has a diversity of 0.7374 (defined as the
sum of all pairwise varieties divided by the square of the number of connections [56]) and
contains only 18,239 screens despite a significantly larger number of records (5,142,807).
Higher diversity requires the generation of new backbone SRUs. In the best case, all
possible polymer SRUs should be generated for fragments obtained by the decomposition
of known polymer SRUs. However, this leads to a combinatorial explosion as the number
of structures becomes so large that it becomes impossible to generate them and predict
their properties in a reasonable time.

To avoid this, we used the Monte Carlo algorithm to generate polymer SRUs. First,
the polymer SRU backbone was generated from several fragments of the backbone. Up
to four fragments were selected and randomly oriented (the head or tail of the attached
fragment to the growth point of the backbone) (Figure 1, points 8–12–11–14) to make a new
backbone. However, if an O–O bond (chemically reactive peroxide) was formed or the
molecular weight of the backbone was greater than 400, such a fragment was not used to
add pendant groups and was discarded as unsuccessful. To avoid combinatorial explosion,
we reduced the number of polymer SRU structures using the molecular weight constraint.
Then, for each connection point in the backbone, pendant groups were randomly selected
from the list. To generate the next polymer SRU, this process was repeated, starting with
the selection of new backbone fragments and the generation of the backbone SRU.

The generation process was stopped after predicting properties for 787,740 poly-
mer SRUs. These structures are available in our open access database file MonteCar-
loSmi.zip [53]. The properties in the PI1M dataset were predicted for this number of
polymer SRUs, and the extreme values of the properties should be compared for databases
with the same number of records. Otherwise, the probability of finding extreme properties
increases for a larger database. The Monte Carlo dataset contains 75,149 screens, which is
significantly less than the PI1M dataset (137,737). The diversity of this dataset is 0.74692,
which is higher than ZeroTwo, but lower than PI1M. Thus, the Monte Carlo chemical
space is part of the PI1M chemical space. This can be seen in Figure 13. The blue points
(Monte Carlo database) are clusters within the green points (PI1M) [61]. Visualization was
performed by projecting a 160-dimensional space of chemical structures (slightly modi-
fied MACCS fragments [62]) onto a two-dimensional space using the Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding algorithm [63] to reduce the dimension.

Next, the extreme values of the properties were compared for both the PI1M and
Monte Carlo databases. Extreme property values are important in the design of new
materials. A total of 22 properties were analyzed (Table 1). Minimum values were found
for five compounds from the Monte Carlo database and twelvecompounds from the PI1M
database, with five properties having identical values (Table S5). Maximum property values
were found for fourteencompounds from the Monte Carlo database and two compounds
from the PI1M database. The maximum values of six properties wereidentical for both
databases (Table S5). For example, for the heat capacity of a polymer in liquid state (CL),
the “hit” with the minimum value is found in the Monte Carlo database and the “hit”
with the maximum value is found in the PI1M database. For Specific Refraction (RLL),
the minimum value “hit” is found in the PI1M database and the maximum value “hit” is
found in the Monte Carlo database. Although the PI1M database has much larger diversity,
compounds with extreme values of properties occur about equally in both databases, in fact
slightly more often in the Monte Carlo database than in the PI1M database. This is because
the Monte Carlo database was built from fragments used in Bicerano regression models
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to predict properties, but PI1M contains many fragments that are not used in Bicerano
regression models. The contribution of such fragments to the properties is assumed to
be zero. Therefore, the high diversity of the PI1M database does not lead to a significant
change in the extreme values of the properties. The structures of polymeric SRUs with
extreme properties from the PI1M dataset are shown in Table S6 (Supplementary Materials
file), and the Monte Carlo dataset is shown in Table S7 (Supplementary Materials file).
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Consider the “hits” found in the examples of specific compounds. The list of extreme
property values includes the refractive index of polythiophene and its derivatives. In fact,
polythiophene and its derivatives have a very high refractive index [64]. Low-temperature
synthesis of polythiophene with an experimentally found refractive index of 3.36 was
reported in [65]. This particular property of polythiophene makes it a promising material
for the fabrication of photonic crystals.

Table 2 shows the experimental and predicted refractive indices of polythiophene and
its analogs. The experimental values of the refractive indices of the analogues were taken
from Ref. [66], where the Polymer Genome database was used for property prediction.
Comparison with predicted and experimental results demonstrates that the Bicerano model
predicts the refractive indices of polythiophene analogues better than polythiophene itself.
It should be noted that the data for thiophene in the backbone [11] were not used to create
the regression model for the Bicerano refractive index.
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Table 2. Predicted and experimental refractive indices of some polythiophene analogs.

Compound Experimental
Value Bicerano [9] Polymer

Genome

polythiophene [*]c1ccc(s1)[*] 1.4 [67],
3.36 [65] 1.75 2.10 [14]

[*]c3ccc(Sc2ccc(Sc1ccc([*])cc1)cc2)cc3 1.75 1.68 1.72 [66]
[*]c3ccc(Sc2ccc(Sc1ccc([*])cc1)s2)cc3 1.75 1.71 1.77 [66]
[*]c3ccc(Sc2nnc(Sc1ccc([*])cc1)s2)cc3 1.75 1.71 1.71 [66]

[*]c5ccc(Sc4c1SCCSc1c(Sc2ccc([*])cc2)c3SCCSc34)cc5 1.77 1.76 1.80 [14]

As for the dielectric constant, it is interesting to compare the maximum values obtained
in this paper with those of Ref. [1], which in turn are based on the results of Ref. [68]. These
data are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Predicted dielectric constant values for some compounds.

Compound Dielectric Constant

Figure 7g
in Ref. [1] Bicerano [11]

Polymer
Genome

[14]

Hydroxylamines
-CO-NH-CO-NH-O-CH2-O-NH- 4.69 6.88 5.0

-NH-CO-NH-CO-O-NH-CO-O-CO- 4.71 5.77 5.3
-NH-O-NH-O-CH2-O-NH-CO-NH-CO- 4.61 6.82 4.9

-CO-O-CO-NH-CO-NH-CO-O-NH-CO-NH- 4.78 6.33 5.3
-NH-CO-O-CO-NH-O-CO-NH-CO-O-NH-CO- 4.65 5.65 5.2

Hydrazides
-NH-CO-NH- 7.84 5.3

-NH-CO-NH-CO-NH- 8.04 5.4
-NH-CO-NH-CO-NH-NH-CO- 8.12 5.5

All compounds of Ref. [1] are derivatives of hydroxylamine, i.e., they contain an aliphatic
N-O bond. The predicted values of the dielectric constant according to the Bicerano model [9]
are 20–40% higher compared to the data in Ref. [1]. Hydrazides (N-N bond) are less chemically
reactive than hydroxylamines. Three hydrazides (Supplementary Materials Table S8) were
included in the list of 100 compounds with extreme dielectric constant values. Assume that
the predicted value is overestimated by 40% compared to the Ref. [1], we can suggest that
hydrazines could have a higher dielectric constant than the compounds proposed in Ref. [1].

The dielectric constant predicted by the Polymer Genome [14] lies between the values
predicted by the Bicerano model [11] and the data from Ref. [1]. They are higher for
hydrazine derivatives than for hydroxylamine. Therefore, on the basis of the analysis
performed, it can be proposed to use polymer hydrazides to create materials with a high
dielectric constant.

4. Discussion

Before concluding, we should make some additional remarks about the predictions
presented and the advantages of the proposed approach. To characterize the properties of
chemical structures, we used previously developed Bicerano regression models [11]. The
benefits of these models have been discussed in the Introduction section. However, it should
be noted that the proposed approach has specific limitations due to the use of Bicerano
regression models. These models have a limited list of chemical elements in the considered
polymers (C, H, N, O, F, Cl, Br, Si, and S) and are applicable only to chain polymers and
regularly repeating copolymers whose SRUs can be represented as a combination of the
SRUs of each of the polymers. Therefore, the generation and prediction of properties
of network, framework, graft, and irregular copolymers and end-group polymers go
beyond the limits of the presented approach. The major advantage of our approach is
its openness and full control over parameterization, which can be easily adjusted by the
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user and transferred from one computational platform to another. This distinguishes
it favorably from neural network models for predicting molecular properties, where all
parameterizations are closed. Nevertheless, the developed method for generating polymer
materials can be used in conjunction with other methods for predicting polymer properties
based on neural networks, such as Polymer Genome. Furthermore, it is possible to achieve
synergy between regression methods and neural networks for predicting properties. For
example, it is possible to use the data from these methods to train each other [69]. In
addition, neural networks can be used as filters in the Monte Carlo method to evaluate on
the fly the possibility of synthesizing the generated polymer structure. This would greatly
expand the predictable possibilities and reduce the computational resources required.

The predictions obtained with the developed approach can be used for further ex-
perimental and theoretical investigations of promising candidates for polymer molecules
with extreme properties. Note that not all extreme structures in the Monte Carlo dataset
can be synthesized. To select realistic candidates, we first generate a large database of
4,417,553 polymer SRUs using the Monte Carlo algorithm [53] (files Mon-teCarloAll1.zip
and MonteCarloAll2.zip available in open access). For each intensive property, 20 struc-
tures with minimum and maximum values of that property were retained for further
consideration. From this dataset, an expert chemist evaluated the possibility of synthesis.
The structures selected according to this criterion are shown in Table S8 together with
their property values. Therefore, all structures in Table S8 should be considered promising
candidates for further theoretical and experimental investigation of polymers with extreme
values of selected properties. We believe that using fragments of known polymers to create
predictive models increases the likelihood of their synthesis and makes predictions of their
properties more realistic.

Finally, it should be noted that our approach can also be used in combination with
computer simulation methods to design new polymer-based nanocomposites. The pre-
dicted polymers with extreme properties (“hits”) can be used to develop models of polymer
nanocomposites (e.g., polymers filled with nanoparticles) whose properties can be evalu-
ated by computer simulation studies, either with molecular mechanics or quantum chemical
simulations. The presented approach can be easily integrated into complex software pack-
ages for multiscale modeling of polymer-based nanomaterials, such as MultiComp [52].

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have developed a theoretical approach for the in silico generation
of new polymer structures for a systematic search for new materials with advanced prop-
erties. The approach is based on the Bicerano regression model, which provides a fast
and reasonable prediction of polymer properties based on the structure of the smallest
repeating unit. Furthermore, we created a database of possible backbones and pendant
groups used to learn the Bicerano regression model and then applied a combinatorial
method to vary the pendant groups to generate a database of 5,142,153 unique polymers.
The novel filters based on InChIKey allowed effective elimination of duplicates in the
database and optimization of the process of generating, characterizing, and organizing the
resulting chemical structures.

It was shown that the extreme values for the ZeroTwo database are in most cases higher
than those for a set of polymers used to parameterize Bicerano’s regression model. Thus, by
using only known backbones of the smallest polymer repeat units and varying the pendant
groups, it is possible to significantly improve the extreme values of the predicted properties.

We also developed a method to generate new backbones of polymers using fragments
of the backbone of existing polymers and applied the Monte Carlo algorithm to gener-
ate several databases with different numbers of polymers, starting from a database of
787,740 polymers available in open access [53]. Compared to the PI1M database, these
databases do not have duplicate polymer structures and contain polymers that are likely
to be synthesized. We believe that the use of fragments of known polymers increases the
probability of their synthesis and makes predictions of their properties more realistic.
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The Bicerano models were used to estimate properties for the generated Monte Carlo
database. The number of polymers with recorded extreme properties is approximately
the same in the Monte Carlo and PI1M databases. The predicted maximum values of the
dielectric constant and refractive index are examined in detail. It is found that the predicted
dielectric constant values are higher for polyhydrazides than for polyhydroxylamines.
The predicted high value of the refractive index of polythiophene and its derivatives is in
agreement with the experimental data.

As a further development of this approach, it is planned to add predictions of new
polymer properties. To generate real polymers with a higher probability of synthesis, it is
planned to store information about not only the connecting points of the polymer but also
the type of atom in the backbone to which the pendant group is added. Prediction of the
possibility of synthesis and stability of the polymer during the generation of new chemical
structures would be a priority direction for the further development of this work. Now,
these functions are performed by filters of reactive chemical bonds.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/nanomanufacturing4010001/s1, Figure S1: Identical structures
for which different InChIkeys are generated; Figure S2: An example of the output of property predic-
tion results for polyethylene terephthalate is given in Table S1; Figure S3:The graphical interface for
setting initial conditions for the generation of structures; Figure S4:Example of duplicates in the PI1M
database with the given SMILES notation; Figure S5: Examples of compounds (taken from PI1M)
with aromatic cycles that do not clearly alternate for single and double bonds; Figure S6: A repeating
polymer fragment (A) and two possible dimers (B and C) that can be generated from fragment A;
Table S1: Property prediction results for polyethylene terephthalate (see Figure S1); Table S2: Extreme
values of the predicted physicochemical properties of polymers with various combinations of sub-
stituents and BiceranoDB polymers; Table S3: Chemical structures with extreme property values
in the ZeroTwo database; Table S4: Chemical structures with extreme values of properties in the
Bicerano database; Table S5: Extreme values of the predicted properties of compounds from the
PI1M database and the Monte Carlo database; Table S6: Chemical structures with extreme property
values from the PI1M database; Table S7: Chemical structures with extreme property values in the
MonteCarlo database; Table S8: Chemist-selected chemical structures with extreme property values
from the MonteCarloAll database.
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Abbreviations

SRU smallest polymer repeating unit
SRUDB smallest polymer repeating unit database
PDB pendant groups database
BDB backbone database
BFDB backbone fragments database
FDBs fragments databases. Includes PDB, BDB, and BFDB
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